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Manual Review

• Why manual review is necessary
  – Prior instructions did not result in optimal coding
  – Automatic conversions not possible due to coding choices

• Limited to 5 scenarios
Release Note Information Available

• Schema
  – Lists the affected schema(s)

• Review Data Field and Codes
  – Describes which data fields and codes should be selected for the review
  – Run a report on the registry database to identify these cases
Release Note Information Available

• Description of Review
  – Details include
    • why the review
    • how to assess
    • correct codes to assign

• Estimate of Cases Affected
  – Provides a national estimate of SEER cases involved
  – Infer the number of cases at your facility or registry
References

• CS Release Notes v0205
  – Posted on CS Web site
  – http://cancerstaging.org/cstage
CAnswer Forum

• Submit questions to CS Forum
  – Located within the CAnswer Forum
  – Provides information for all
  – Allows tracking for educational purposes

• http://cancerbulletin.facs.org/forums/
You Tube – AJCC Channel

- Short 5-15 minute videos
- AJCC and CS topics
- Cover important concepts
- Posted on CS Web page
- http://www.youtube.com/AJCCancer